
Realize your
operational potential

Empower your workforce

Leverage Real-Time Manufacturing 
Analytics to Increase Operational 
Efficiency by Over 20% Within Weeks

Matics real-time manufacturing analytics is a 

modern-day factory floor management solution 

that provides a smart way of digitally streamlining 

the production journey. Unlike the old generation BI 

platforms, which produce reports for post-mortem 

analysis, Matics allows you to focus on critical 

issues that demand your attention immediately.

By leveraging cutting-edge industry 4.0 technology, 

Matics becomes one source of truth for everyone 

in the organization, instantly providing KPIs for 

all departments and across all factories. With 

straightforward actionable insights, comprehensive 

dashboards, and real-time communication and 

notifications, Matics solution empowers employees 

and managers to make the right decisions 

and achieve 20-30% improvement in OEE and 

production effectiveness in a matter of weeks.

Matics is a secure cloud platform that easily 

integrates with information & peripheral systems 

and can be deployed within hours as a low- touch 

plug & play solution. It is designed as a suite of smart 

connected applications tailored to the needs of 

each stakeholder from management to line workers, 

planners, technicians, and quality control managers 

with an intuitive and user-friendly interface that 

facilitates collaboration across groups.

Digitize your factory

Optimize your efficiency

Plug & Play
Deploy within hours. 
Start delivering ROI 
Immediately.

Agile Solution
Flexible modular solution 
that allows you to grow 
and expand at your own 
pace.

Secure Cloud
InCloudFactory™ ensures 
secure, fast and stable 
data connectivity from 
your factory to the cloud.

Smart Connected Apps
Tailored to the needs of 
each group yet facilitates 
collaboration across 
groups.

Communication & 
Notifications
Get smart alerts on critical 
issues that demand your 
attention in real time.



Matics can turn any facility into a smart agile factory

Matics brings your team together, anywhere and anytime, to collaborate, 
manage and track work, all within the production context

A Modern Solution in Manufacturing Analytics for Dynamic Factory
Management Enabling Immediate Response during the Shift

Increase in Machine 
Utilization (OEE)

25%
Decrease in Energy 

Consumption

10%
Decrease in Large 

Material Waste

3%
 ROI (Return On 

Investment)

4 Weeks

Let us show you how you can reach your operational potential

Be productive.Be proactive.

Operator App Manager App QC Manager and Planners App

OPERATORS PLANNERS TECHNICIANS QC MANAGER MANAGERS

Matics’ robust and field-proven platform is operational 24/7 with over 100 leading factories, from 
multiple verticals across the world.

info@matics.live www.matics.live


